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According to a 2010 Government Accountability Office (GAO) report, major system 
acquisitions within the Department of Defense (DOD) tend to be behind schedule, over 
budget, and often fail to deliver at least some of the planned capabilities. One area that 
can significantly contribute to successful implementation of systems engineering is the 
regular usage of management software tools and their continued evolution to better meet 
systems engineering needs. This thesis provides a detailed exploration of four categories 
of available system engineering management tools: Model-Based Systems Engineering 
(MBSE), Product Life Cycle Management (PLM), Systems Engineering Environment 
(SEE), and Project Management software. Each tool has numerous features that support 
successful systems engineering. However, there does not seem to be a consolidated 
commercially available tool or system that allows for seamless management of  
systems engineering projects across all of the process areas. Drawing upon these existing 
tools and the International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) processes, this 
thesis derives a set of requirements for such a consolidated systems engineering 
management tool. This research can serve as the starting point for a follow-on effort to 
develop such a tool.  
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According to a 2010 GAO report, major system acquisitions within the Department of 
Defense (DOD) tend to be behind schedule, over budget, and often fail to deliver at least 
some of the planned capabilities (GAO 2010, under “Highlights”). With decreasing DOD 
budgets and increased oversight there is growing pressure to address these issues. In their 
2008 Report on Systemic Root Cause Analysis of Program Failures the National Defense 
Industrial Association (NDIA) “recognize(d) that there is a strong relationship between 
disciplined systems engineering and good management decision making in the critical 
early states of an acquisition cycle” (NDIA 2008, 3). One area that can significantly 
contribute to successful implementation of systems engineering is the regular usage of 
systems engineering management software tools and as updated to better meet systems 
engineering needs. This thesis explores the key components of systems engineering 
management, conducts a survey of existing software tools that can be used to support 
systems engineering management, and proposes requirements for a tool that would 
improve systems engineering management.  
This thesis finds that although there are a variety of software products available to 
support systems engineering management, they do not seamlessly integrate to support a 
systems engineering effort from beginning to end. This thesis recommends that 
developing a single consolidated tool or a suite of integrated tools to support the systems 
engineering management effort would significantly benefit the systems engineering 
community. And, in turn, it would significantly benefit the DOD in executing highly 
complex systems engineering efforts. However, it seems that the DOD has not yet started 
adopting Systems Engineering Environment (SEE) types of tool sets. It would be 
advantageous for the DOD to put a focus on moving in this direction. This in turn could 
motivate industry to spend more resources in producing a product that could act as the 
glue for guiding a systems engineering effort. The starting point for developing such a 
product is recommended to be the set of International Council on Systems Engineering 
(INCOSE) or Defense Acquisition University (DAU) processes.   
 xvi
This thesis provides a survey of four different categories of software tools that 
could support systems engineering management. Each category is described and the 
benefits and challenges are discussed. The first category is Model-Based Systems 
Engineering (MBSE). It is a highly process-focused technique that parallels the systems 
engineering processes. INCOSE predicts that MBSE will be fully mature and ready for 
full adoption at the organizational level by 2020, and there are DOD efforts underway to 
embrace MBSE. The second category is Product Life Cycle Management (PLM). It is a 
holistic approach for managing systems engineering efforts through the entire life cycle. 
The DOD is looking at PLM as a solution to help deal with significant complexity and to 
reduce costs.  
The third category is SEE. It is an integrated environment for executing systems 
engineering efforts throughout the life cycle. SEE seems to be a very promising concept 
for addressing the challenges of managing a systems engineering effort but unfortunately 
does not seem to have been able to gain a meaningful foothold within DOD. The final 
category is Project Management tools. It focuses on a range of tools that although do not 
directly relate to systems engineering, do have a number of features that would prove 
useful to any team and manager.  
All four categories of tools offer features of significant benefit to a Chief Systems 
Engineer (CSE). Some of these tools can also be used in combination to extend those 
benefits (such as MBSE and PLM). And the SEE concept presents a promising approach 
to having a central system through which the CSE can manage the systems engineering 
effort. However, there currently does not seem to be a consolidated commercially 
available tool or system that allows for seamless management of systems engineering 
projects across all of the process areas. 
Finally, a set of key features is listed and requirements are developed for a central 
tool that supports systems engineering management. The approach used is to start with 
the INCOSE systems engineering processes as the central guide for building such a tool. 
This approach supports a broad range of systems engineering efforts by allowing for 
significant tailoring. The requirements are derived from the activities and sub-activities 
described for each process. Several key stipulations are offered. First, the management 
 xvii
tool is intended to be a guide for the CSE and not a replacement for activities and 
decisions that must still be made by humans. Second, the set of requirements is not an 
exhaustive set but is intended as a starting point. 
The envisioned systems engineering management tool would leverage the benefits 
of existing tools by either integrating with them or offering similar functionality. There 
are three areas where the tool would be especially beneficial. The first would be to 
provide a standardized approach to managing a systems engineering effort by guiding it 
from start to finish. This would help normalize for experience level of the CSE and would 
also reduce dependence on one or a few key individuals. The second benefit is added 
insight into progress and challenges for the CSE, management, and decision makers by 
captured real-time status of the project. The third benefit is more complete and reliable 
organizational knowledge transfer.  
There is significant room to further expand beyond the set of requirements 
developed in this thesis, and one improvement could be to obtain feedback from 
practicing CSEs. The next step would be to create a prototype systems engineering 
management tool that can be tested on a real project. 
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According to a 2010 GAO report, major system acquisitions within the 
Department of Defense (DOD) tend to be behind schedule, over budget, and often fail to 
deliver at least some of the planned capabilities (GAO 2010, under “Highlights”). With 
decreasing DOD budgets there is growing pressure to address these issues. In their 2008 
Report on Systemic Root Cause Analysis of Program Failures, the National Defense 
Industrial Association (NDIA) “recognize(d) that there is a strong relationship between 
disciplined systems engineering and good management decision making in the critical 
early states of an acquisition cycle” (NDIA 2008, 3). One area that can significantly 
contribute to successful implementation of systems engineering is the regular usage of 
systems engineering management software tools and their continued evolution to better 
meet systems engineering needs. This thesis will explore the key components of systems 
engineering management, conduct a survey of existing software tools that can be used to 
support systems engineering management, and propose requirements for a tool that would 
facilitate systems engineering management.  
B. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
This thesis explores the three following questions. 
1. What are the key components of systems engineering management? 
The first step of this study is to explore the key components of systems 
engineering management. Systems engineering teaches that before a solution can be 
developed the underlying problem must be fully understood. The solution must then trace 
from this deeper understanding, thereby validating that the solution is indeed the correct 
one for the problem at hand. Therefore, when searching for a way to improve the 
management of systems engineering efforts, it is critical to first explore what systems 
engineering management entails.  
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2. What software tools are available that could support systems engineering 
management? 
It is prudent to perform a survey of available tools that could support systems 
engineering management. The goal is to leverage and build upon existing solutions. 
Furthermore, an appropriate solution may already exist thereby leading to an 
endorsement of a particular tool category. Since there are numerous individual tools, the 
approach taken will be to explore tool categories and identify the general benefits and 
challenges for each category.  
3. What requirements would an ideal systems engineering management tool have?  
This final question explores the key features for a software tool to support 
systems engineering management. It builds upon the results of question one and is further 
informed by the results of question two. 
C. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING CHALLENGES 
In the early 1990s, the Air Force funded the Systems Engineering Concept 
Demonstration (SECD) to “demonstrate the concept of an advanced computer-based 
environment of integrated software tools and methods which supports the…systems life 
cycle” with the intent that “systems and specialty engineers can increase their 
productivity and effectiveness during the development, maintenance, and enhancement of 
military computer-based systems” (Comer and Rohde 1992, 3). This was “one of the first 
efforts to seriously address automation of the systems engineering process” (Comer and 
Rohde 1992, 4), motivated by the realization of both the importance and difficulty of the 
systems engineering role in complex projects. The study organized systems engineering 
activities into three categories: engineering, communication, and management. It then 
listed needs and problems in each category. The underlying theme supported the thesis 
that in each area there was a significant need for automated support. In the management 
category specifically, the need for automated support was identified for the areas of 
process management, program planning and management, and task management. The 
communication category lists automation needs in the areas of collaboration and 
coordination, boundary spanning, and joint work product development.  
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Computer technology has experienced tremendous growth since the SECD study 
and many systems engineering automation tools are now available. However, in a 2010 
report on the top systems engineering issues NDIA highlights lack of consistent use of 
the latest practices and tools in the systems engineering community as well as the need 
for continued improvement and optimization of these software tools (Table 1). This 
leaves the systems engineering community exposed to many of the same challenges as 
they faced during the time of the SECD study. 
Table 1.   Top 2006 and 2010 Systems Engineering Issues (after NDIA 2010, 2).  
2006 Issue 2010 Issue 
Key systems engineering practices known 
to be effective are not consistently applied 
across all phases of the program life cycle.
Institutionalization of practices has shown 
value when adopted, but adoption tends to 
be spotty.  
Collaborative environments, including 
systems engineering tools, are inadequate 
to effectively execute systems engineering 
at the joint capability, systems of systems 
(SoS), and system levels. 
State of the practice techniques not widely 
utilized.  
Multiple tools are available but little 
guidance on preference exists. 
 
The report also highlights as one of the top five systems engineering issues of 
2010: “It is difficult to use currently available standard systems engineering tools early in 
the life cycle. In addition, many tools are not readily available and the engineers have not 
been trained in their use” (NDIA 2010, 6).  
These issues combine to tell the story of a practice that is quickly evolving but  
has not yet fully matured. Ideally, systems engineers would consistently leverage 
standardized processes that are supported by comprehensive and integrated support tools 
in order to repeatedly produce high-quality products. Getting to this point is as much a 
systems engineering management challenge as it is a technical one. The good news is that 
in many respects it is possible to address both the management and technical perspectives 
with the same tool, or integrated suite of tools. Although the focus of this study is to 
identify systems engineering management tool solutions, systems engineering is also a 
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technical discipline so the lines between management and technical are significantly 
blurred. This assertion is supported by the following from the Handbook of Systems 
Engineering and Management: “Systems engineering involves a technical part and a 
managerial part. That is, it requires making technical decisions and trade-offs while 
controlling and managing the efforts of different experts and teams from various 
disciplines” (Shenhar and Sauser 2009, 120). Therefore, the ideal systems engineering 
management tool solution would encompass both the management and technical aspects 
of systems engineering.  
D. BENEFITS TO SYSTEM ENGINEERING COMMUNITY  
This research provides several benefits to the systems engineering community. 
First, this study identifies and analyzes key components of system engineering 
management and thereby provides an additional reference for future work in this area. 
Second, this study researches and reviews various categories of software management 
tools that can be used for systems engineering management and provides the benefits and 
challenges of each category. This serves to provide an organized survey of the various 
options that can be leveraged independently or in concert with each other to support 
systems engineering management. Third, it builds upon the first two items to recommend 
requirements of a systems engineering management tool. This analysis can be used as a 
starting point to develop such a tool.  
E. SCOPE 
This thesis surveys existing systems engineering management software tools.  
It reviews the key components of systems engineering management and explores  
systems engineering processes. It researches what management products exist that could 
support systems engineering management and identify the benefits and challenges of 
these products. Finally, it develops a set of requirements for a systems engineering 
management software tool. This thesis concludes with a set of tool requirements.  
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F. METHODOLOGY 
Information on the key components of systems engineering management will be 
collected through literary research, online research, and personal experience.  
A list of currently available software categories that can be leveraged to support 
systems engineering management will be gathered through literary research, online 
research, and personal experience. Description of each product category, as well as the 
benefits and challenges, will be obtained through literary and online research as well as 
review of existing products in that category, when appropriate. 
A recommended list of systems engineering management tool requirements will 
be developed by the author, supported by information derived from the first two elements 
above as well as literary research, online research, and personal experience.  
G. STRUCTURE 
Chapter II Key Components for Systems Engineering Management: This chapter 
reviews the definition of systems engineering and highlight key management 
components. It then explores systems engineering processes. Finally, it looks at the 
typical systems engineering toolbox to identify the common tools that a systems engineer 
utilizes on a regular basis.  
Chapter III Survey of Management Tools: This chapter reviews the various 
categories of management software tools and identifies the benefits and challenges 
associated with each. It also discusses ongoing DOD initiatives related to these 
categories, as applicable. 
Chapter IV DOD Systems Engineering Management Tool Descriptions: This 
chapter describes the requirements development process for a systems engineering 
management software tool. It also highlights key features and benefits of such a tool. 
Chapter V Conclusion and Future Research: This chapter summarizes the research 
and results presented in the thesis. It also presents areas that have not been fully explored 
in this thesis that would benefit from additional research. 
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Appendix: The appendix lists the systems engineering management tool 




II. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT 
This chapter explores the first research: What are the key components of systems 
engineering management? This helps lay the foundation for the remainder of the study. It 
does so by reviewing established systems engineering processes that form the cornerstone 
of systems engineering. Then it concludes with an exploration of the common software 
products used by CSEs for producing, gathering, and controlling information.  
A. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING  
Before exploring the systems engineering management process, it is necessary to 
review the definition of systems engineering. The International Council on Systems 
Engineering (INCOSE), an authoritative body on systems engineering, defines systems 
engineering as follows: 
Systems Engineering is an interdisciplinary approach and means to enable 
the realization of successful systems. It focuses on defining customer 
needs and required functionality early in the development cycle, 
documenting requirements, then proceeding with design synthesis and 
system validation while considering the complete problem: Operations, 
Cost & Schedule, Performance, Training & Support, Test, Manufacturing, 
and Disposal. Systems Engineering integrates all the disciplines and 
specialty groups into a team effort forming a structured development 
process that proceeds from concept to production to operation. Systems 
Engineering considers both the business and the technical needs of all 
customers with the goal of providing a quality product that meets the user 
needs. (INCOSE 2004)  
Here, one sees the focus on interdisciplinary and teaming aspects. Systems engineering 
requires expertise from multiple domains brought together in just the right way  
to develop the appropriate solution to a problem. It naturally follows that good 
communication is a key element for success. The definition also points out that systems 
engineering requires a broad perspective of the problem versus focusing on the pieces 
independently. This is a key consideration when looking at solutions for comprehensive 
management. Finally, the definition emphasizes a “structured development process” as 
the glue for success. The next section will explore the specifics of this process—or rather 
the set of processes that allow the CSE to realize this end goal.  
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B. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING PROCESSES  
Processes contribute to a well-developed project structure and “High structure 
reduces the risk regardless of technology complexity or team size” (Kendrick 2009, 58). 
Although following a process is good practice in most undertakings regardless of 
complexity, it is especially important in helping navigate the complexities encountered in 
systems engineering efforts. A good process provides the following advantages, as noted 
by Tom Kendrick in “Identifying and Managing Project Risk” (Kendrick 2009, 23): 
 better communications 
 less rework  
 lowered costs, reduced time 
 earlier identification of gaps and inadequate specifications 
 fewer surprises 
 less chaos and firefighting.  
These are all key considerations in the systems engineering realm. Another important 
aspect of a process is that it is repeatable and can therefore easily be applied to multiple 
efforts. This is the motivation for developing detailed processes and communicating them 
to the community of practice. This section will review established systems engineering 
processes by looking at two reputable sources, the INCOSE System Engineering 
Handbook and the Defense Acquisition Guidebook.  
1. INCOSE Processes 
INCOSE follows International Organization for Standardization (ISO)/ 
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 15288:2008 and divides processes  
into two categories, technical and project (INCOSE 2011). The “Technical 
Processes…include stakeholder requirements definition, requirements analysis, 
architectural design, implementation, integration, verification, transition, validation, 
operation, maintenance, and disposal” (INCOSE 2011, 2). Technical Process definitions 
can be found in section 6.4 of (ISO/IEC 2008).  
According to (ISO/IEC 2008, 35) these technical processes “define the activities 
that enable organization and project functions to optimize the benefits and reduce the 
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risks that arise from technical decisions and actions.” In other words, they encompass the 
most critical technical components of systems engineering, making them the natural 
starting point when characterizing the key pieces of information a CSE needs access to in 
order to plan, manage, monitor, and make decisions.  
In addition to technical processes, INCOSE also follows the ISO/IEC 15288:2008 
project processes. The “Project Processes…include project planning, project assessment 
and control, decision management, risk management, configuration management, 
information management, and measurement” (INCOSE 2011, 2). Project Process 
definitions can be found in section 6.3 of (ISO/IEC 2008).  
These processes are critical to the overall success of the project. Unlike the 
technical processes, the CSE does not lead the project processes, but instead contributes 
to them (Zipes 2007, 32). Nevertheless, the CSE must carefully track each of these as 
they pertain to systems engineering to ensure that appropriate insight is provided to the 
management team. Therefore, these processes are also an important component of the 
CSE’s situational awareness.  
Another key difference is that unlike the technical processes that occur 
sequentially in the more common life cycle development models, project processes “may 
be invoked at any time in the life cycle” (ISO/IEC 2008). This necessitates a full 
understanding of all of the project processes from the beginning and requires mechanisms 
to capture appropriate information so that it can be tracked and provided when requested.  
2. Defense Acquisition University (DAU) Processes 
DAU follows a similar approach to INCOSE. Processes are divided into two 
areas, technical processes and technical management processes (DAU 2013). The DAU 































































The list is very similar to the INCOSE technical processes. The only difference is 
that DAU omits “Operation,” “Maintenance,” and “Disposal.” Instead, it seems that DAU 
bins each of these within the “Transition” process. A mapping between the INCOSE and 
DAU technical processes is provided in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1.  Mapping between INCOSE and DAU Technical Processes 
Next examined are the DAU Technical Management Processes, along with the 






























































Here, one can see a slight divergence from the INCOSE approach. These 
processes are presented from the perspective of a systems engineer and “provide a 
consistent framework for managing technical activities and identifying the technical 
information and events critical to the success of the program” (DAU 2013). Conversely, 
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INCOSE takes a management perspective when presenting Project Processes, relying on 
input versus leadership from systems engineering. Despite this, a first order mapping 
between the two sets of processes can still be proposed. Although the perspectives may 
be different the end goal of creating a systematic approach to manage the engineering 
effort and support the project as a whole is the same. A mapping between the INCOSE 
and DAU management processes is provided in Figure 2. This mapping is developed by 
the author but partially informed by Lori Zipes’ (2007, 23–26) presentation “Program 
Management vs. Systems Engineering: How different are they?” at the 10th Annual 
Systems Engineering Conference: 
 
Figure 2.  Mapping between INCOSE and DAU Management Processes 
Lori Zipes (2007, 22) provides a good visualization of the close relationship 
between DAU and INCOSE processes, as well as Project Management Body of 
Knowledge processes (Figure 3). The diagram, along with rest of the presentation, 




Figure 3.  Process Overlap (from Zipes 2007, 22) 
C. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING TOOLBOX 
There are various software products that in one way or another support the 
systems engineering effort. Some are optimized to facilitate execution of one or more of 
the systems engineering processes, and others more generally support execution of a 
project and prove useful in managing a systems engineering effort. Table 4 is a 
representative list of tools that a CSE may utilize to some degree. 
The pros and cons of having a large selection of tools is well described: 
The good news is that many tools are available to assist the engineer to 
develop solution across a wide variety of system needs. The bad news is 
that there is a very large selection of tools, they are not well integrated, 
and they are often highly tailored for narrow applications. The result is a 
seemingly endless landscape of un-integrated tools, methods, views, and 
techniques for system development. (Montgomery, Carlson, and 
Quartuccio 2012, 12).  
The integration of information is where the real challenge rests. A presentation from an 
INCOSE Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) workshop also highlights this 
challenge. It notes that the variety of tools is there but the need is for a set of tools that 
seamlessly covers the systems engineering Vee (Figure 4). The goal is to have a single 
product or a set of products that can seamlessly support a systems engineering effort from 
beginning to end.  
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Table 4.   CSE Toolbox 
Function SW Tool Examples 
E-mail Microsoft Outlook, Gmail 
Spreadsheet  Microsoft Excel  
Presentation Microsoft PowerPoint 
Document  Microsoft Word, Adobe Acrobat 
Diagram/Flowchart Microsoft Visio 
Computer-aided design 
(CAD) Solidworks, Autodesk AutoCAD 
Schedule Microsoft Project, Oracle Primavera 
Schedule Assessment Booz Allen Hamilton Polaris, forProject 
Earned Value 
Management (EVM) 
Deltek Open Plan/Cobra/wInsight, Primavera P6/Cost 
Manager 
Simulation Mathworks MATLAB, Wolfram Mathematica 
Requirements  IBM RequisitePro, IBM DOORS, Vitech CORE 
Information Management Microsoft SharePoint, TopVue 
Risk Management SwordActiveRisk Active Risk Manager, PRC Risk Register 
Model-Based Systems 
Engineering (MBSE) Atego Artisan Studio, 3SL Cradle, Vitech CORE 
Product Life Cycle 
Management (PLM) Siemens Teamcenter, PTC Windchill 
Social Workflow Sparqlight, Asana 
Remote Collaboration Defense Connect Online 
Enterprise Resource 




Figure 4.  Tools Oriented View of the System Engineering Vee  
(from Heinz  2014)  
D. SUMMARY 
In this chapter, the key components of systems engineering management are 
explored. This is done by first reviewing established systems engineering processes from 
the perspectives of INCOSE and DAU. It is shown that both are organized by technical 
and management processes, and are similar. Then common software products used by 
CSEs for producing, gathering, and controlling information are identified. It is shown that 
although there are a variety of products available, they do not seamlessly integrate to 
support a systems engineering effort from beginning to end. 
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III. SURVEY OF MANAGEMENT TOOLS 
This chapter provides a survey of the different types of software tools that could 
support systems engineering management. It looks into categories of tool and identifies 
the key features. It then lists the benefits and challenges. The categories that are be 
explored include MBSE, PLM, Systems Engineering Environment (SEE), and Project 
Management. Additional attention is provided to MBSE and PLM as there are ongoing 
initiatives within the DOD that are pushing both to the forefront.  
A. MODEL-BASED SYSTEMS ENGINEERING  
MBSE is defined as a “formalized application of modeling to support system 
requirements, design, analysis, verification, and validation activities beginning in the 
conceptual design phase and continuing throughout the development and later life cycle 
phases” (Friedenthal, Greigo, and Sampson 2007, 5). The highly process-focused nature 
of this technique parallels the systems engineering processes discussed in Chapter II. 
MBSE does this by providing clear traceability between the products associated with 
each process. MBSE “enhances specification and design quality, reuse of system 
specification and design artifacts, and communications among the development team” 
(Friedenthal, Moore, and Steiner 2012, 15). This focus on higher quality, reduction of 
rework, and improved communications, as well as the process driven approach, makes 
MBSE a powerful tool to support systems engineering management. Several MBSE 
products include Atego Artisan Studio, No Magic MagicDraw, and 3SL Cradle.  
The benefits of MBSE are numerous. INCOSE compiled the following list of 
benefits for a MBSE focused workshop (Friedenthal, Greigo, and Sampson 2007, 7): 
 improved communications 
 increased ability to manage system complexity 
 improved product quality  
 enhanced knowledge capture 
 improved ability to teach and learn systems engineering fundamentals.  
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Management is explicitly identified as a benefit. Communications is also 
identified and is a key element of successful management. Improved product quality is 
the primary goal of good management. The others are very desirable features at the 
organizational level, as well as for the community of practice.  
An alternate list of benefits is provided by Vitech Corporation, one of the leading 
MBSE product developers (Vitech Corp 2011, 112–115):  
 enhanced communication 
 reduced development risk 
 improved quality 
 increased productivity  
 increased scope 
 provides a structure to capture and communicate all aspects of the system 
 based upon the language of the systems engineer 
 contains and enforces the integrity of the system model 
 latest engineering is available to the entire project team. 
 
Communication and quality appear again on this list. Risk and scope are 
identified as well, both key elements that must be carefully managed for success. 
Increased productivity hints at a system that allows clear definition of work products and 
accountability for ensuring that work is done effectively and on schedule. MBSE is also 
designed with the systems engineering environment in mind and therefore has the benefit 
that it does not need to be tailored from another industry. The remaining benefits 
reinforce the organization and communication of information to provide a holistic view 
of the project in real time.  
In a report on the state of Model-Based Engineering (MBE), NDIA has shown 
how MBE benefits map to the DOD Acquisition Life Cycle (Figure 5). It is clear that 
there are very significant benefits at each phase that would directly or indirectly effect 
cost, schedule, and performance. The report also notes that the advantages gained in the 
early phases also have meaningful carry over to later phases.  
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Figure 5.  MBE Benefits across the Acquisition Life Cycle  
(from NDIA 2011, 16) 
MBSE also has some challenges. A white paper developed to promote the concept 
of System Definition-Enabled Acquisition (SDEA) faults the current state of MBSE tools 
as “individually inadequate to solve the total engineering problem” (Montgomery, 
Carlson, and Quartuccio 2012, 17). The perspective presented is that MBSE has not yet 
reached an appropriate level of maturity to be the one-stop solution to systems 
engineering development and management. This is echoed in various other publications 
and forums, including at the MBSE INCOSE workshop, where two specific challenges 
are identified.  
The first challenge is that the current state of MBSE lacks good 
“integration/interaction with the more ‘soft’ (human economics and social/environment 
based) elements of systems” (Heinz 2014, 28). The presentation goes on to explain  
that MBSE must “deal with science and art components of complex systems by also 
providing decision analysis support to PMs and other policy/decision makers” (Heinz 
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2014, 22). This hints at the need for full integration between engineering and 
management. In order to become a complete systems engineering solution, MBSE must 
incorporate the management elements along with the technical to ensure the CSE can 
fully execute project planning and control, and track data that must be fed up the chain to 
support the Project Management team. The second challenge is that “MBSE must strive 
to become seamless plug & play in terms of vertical and horizontal navigation between 
different system levels and system constituents” (Heinz 2014, 28). Currently, MBSE is 
just another part of the systems engineering toolbox and Heinz (2014) notes that this 
requires additional integration.  
There are ongoing efforts to address these challenges. For example, an evolving 
product called Systems Lifecycle Management (SLIM) created by InterCAX attempts to 
fill the “gaps in current state-of-the-art commercial tools for design and analysis of 
complex systems” (Bajaj et al. 2011, 2) by working with what InterCAX calls the Total 
System Model (TSM). InterCAX describes SLIM as a “collaborative, model-based 
systems engineering workspace for realizing next-generation complex systems” (Bajaj et 
al. 2011, 1). SLIM acts as a plug-in to existing MBSE products and adds the functionality 
to integrate with common systems engineering software products. This integration is not 
only for technical tools, but also includes management tools. Figure 6 shows this 
integration to other functional areas and software products. The connectivity with PLM is 
also significant. PLM is gaining a lot of momentum as a management technique for 
complex projects and will be discussed in the next section.  
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Figure 6.  SLIM Concept Diagram (from Intercax 2015) 
As another example, Lockheed Martin is attempting to address these challenges 
by extending the capabilities of MBSE “to support integration across discipline lines” 
(Oster 2013, 8) including management and customer decision support. Lockheed Martin 
is employing custom in-house scripts to execute this effort, facilitated by built-in 
capabilities of existing MBSE products. The objective is to create what Lockheed Martin 
calls the “model-based program execution” environment (Oster 2013, 12). Integration 
with PLM, as well as Product Data Management (PDM), is again highlighted as a 
capability multiplier. Beyond the immediate project, Lockheed Martin suggests that  
these models can be used to facilitate planning, development, and management of  
future systems.  
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INCOSE has created an MBSE Roadmap that shows the path towards full 
acceptance of the MBSE approach (Figure 6). This roadmap acknowledges the  
previously identified challenges and the need for maturation of MBSE products. It 
predicts that MBSE will be fully mature and ready for full adoption at the organizational 
level by 2020.  
 
Figure 7.  INCOSE MBSE Roadmap (from Heinz 2014, 27) 
The DOD has recognized the importance of MBSE, and has created an action in 
their Acquisition M&S Master Plan (AMSMP) to “Promote model-based systems 
engineering (MBSE) and M&S-enabled collaborative engineering environments”  
(DOD 2006, 11). In this same document, the DOD acknowledges the growing importance 
of MBSE citing the INCOSE Roadmap, growing industry acceptance, and NDIA 
presentations (Hollenbach 2009, 12). In a separate action, the AMSMP proposes to 
“support development of open commercial and non-proprietary standards for (model-
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based) systems engineering” (Hollenbach 2009, 19), with the goal of assessing for the 
purpose of implementation within the DOD.  
The MBSE community of practice has also recognized the importance of tailoring 
MBSE products to the DOD. The Object Management Group (OMG) has developed the 
Unified Modeling Language (UML) 2 standard in order to “enable practitioners to 
express Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DODAF) and Ministry of 
Defence Architecture Framework (MODAF) model elements and organize them in a set 
of specified viewpoints and views that support the specific needs of stakeholders in the 
U.S. Department of Defense and the United Kingdom Department of Defence” (OMG 
2012, 3).  
As a specific example of embracing MBSE within the DOD, Defense Information 
Systems Agency (DISA) has piloted several projects using MBSE. It is currently in the 
process of transitioning all projects to be supported by MBSE and updating internal 
systems engineering processes. It is also training its personnel in MBSE. (Okon and 
Gedo, 9).  
B. PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT 
Produce Life Cycle Management (PLM) is defined as “a systematic, controlled 
concept for managing and developing products and product related information” 
(Saaksvuori and Immonen 2008, 3). It is “a holistic concept developed to manage a 
product and its life cycle including not only items, documents, and Bill of Materials 
(BOMs), but also analysis results, test specifications, environmental component 
information, quality standards, engineering requirements, change orders, manufacturing 
procedures, product performance information, components suppliers, and so forth” 
(Saaksvuori and Immonen 2008, 2) and includes “workflow, program management, and 
project control features that standardize, automate, and speed up product management 
operations” (Saaksvuori and Immonen 2008, 2). It is immediately clear from the 
definition that PLM can serve as a valuable tool for helping manage systems engineering 
efforts. Although PLM is not a specific software but instead “a business approach that 
can align and increase the efficiency and effectiveness of activities” (Schindler 2010, 15), 
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software is a necessary and major component. Therefore, this analysis will focus on PLM 
software. Explicit benefits and challenges will be described next. Several PLM products 
include IBM Collaborative Life Cycle Management, Siemens Teamcenter, and PTC 
Windchill.  
The website PLM Info provides the following list of PLM software benefits: 
 Faster time-to-market  
 Improved cycle times  
 Fewer Errors  
 Less scrap & rework  
 Greater productivity  
 Greater Design efficiency  
 Better product quality  
 Decreased cost of new product introduction  
 Insight into critical processes  
 Better reporting and analytics  
 Standards and regulatory compliance  
 Improved design review and approval processes  
 Improved communication  
 Reduced product cost and greater profitability  
 Better resource utilization  
 Improved integration and communication with extended supply chain. 
(PLM Info 2011).  
All of these are desirable from a management standpoint. The three main 
considerations of management—cost, schedule, and performance—are represented 
throughout. Communication is highlighted, as well as resource utilization and 
productivity, all-important components of effectively leading a technical team. Design 
review and approval is highlighted as well—a key consideration in systems engineering. 
Also highlighted is better reporting and analytics. The promise is that by ensuring a 
single common source of data more accurate and timely reports can be generated, and 
decision makers can be better informed.  
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In a separate list, John Stark Associates provides the top ten business reasons for 
implementing PLM (John Stark Associates and SofTech 2007). 
1. Get product data under control—Product development is messy; clean it 
up. 
2. Automate product-related processes with workflow for increased 
productivity—Get rid of the stop-lights. 
3. Re-engineer product-related processes—Check for value added and 
streamline. 
4. Reduce product time to market with better application integration—
Connect your islands of automation.  
5. Develop the right product—Listen to the voice of the customer. 
6. Collaboratively develop the best product—Maximize resources, local and 
global, internal and external. 
7. Information reuse—avoid reinventing the wheel. 
8. Increase mature product revenues—Listen to the voice of the product. 
9. Implement a global product strategy with PLM—Maximize revenues with 
localized products.  
10. Improve product visibility—Manage more effectively with PLM 
information.  
Stark expands on item 3 by stating “PLM brings together previously separate and 
independent processes in an integrated process architecture” (John Stark Associates and 
SofTech 2007, 3). This lends well to systems engineering considering its process-heavy 
nature described in Chapter II. The capability to correlate these processes and track 
interdependencies is critical to success.  
Items 4, 7, and 10 focus on gathering, accessing, connecting, utilizing, and 
displaying data. Information is often recorded on an independent system, and buried so 
deep that it is difficult to locate, or may have multiple versions and formats floating 
around. Saaksvuori and Immonen (2008, 94) cite a Coopers & Lybrand study showing 
that engineers spend 24% of their time sharing and retrieving information, 21% redoing 
work, and 14% in meetings largely focused on sharing information. This shows there is a 
significant opportunity to improve efficiency by integrating applications and supporting 
reuse—two strengths of PLM systems. Another organizational level advantage stemming 
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from this improved control of data is “realized when lessons learned from the first 
generation are applied to all subsequent generations” (Schindler 2010, 17). A system 
engineering manager would significantly benefit during project startup as well as all 
future phases from such a data repository of previous work, best practices, and lessons 
learned.  
There are also a number of challenges associated with PLM. The following is a 
list of challenges presented at a “Beyond PLM” panel discussion at the Aras Community 
Events International conference in 2011 (Shilovitsky 2011, 6).  
 Cost of implementation is too high. 
 Cost of change is skyrocketing. 
 New platforms need to be validated. 
 Customers is [sic] demanding vertical solution. 
 PLM without PLM is getting some votes.  
Additionally, PLM software can significantly “burden [the] organization and people” 
(Shilovitsky 2011b). There remain a number of challenges related to full integration of 
PLM software that need to be addressed.  
A study by CIMdata, which claims to be the leader in PLM education, research, 
and strategic management consulting, explored the results that the Aerospace and 
Defense Industry was seeing from implementing PLM. The research showed that despite 
heavy PLM investment there were, “with only a few exceptions, uninspiring results” 
(CIMdata 2013, 1). The study identified two groups: Followers, making up the majority 
and receiving little value from PLM, and Leaders, making up the minority and receiving 
significant value. Figure 8 shows how each of these groups viewed the importance of 
various challenges to the success of implementing PLM in their organizations.  
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Figure 8.  Importance of Challenges to success of implementing PLM in 
organization, divided among leaders and followers  
(from CIMdata 2013, 9) 
The study highlighted that those organizations seeing little value from their PLM 
solution found the biggest challenge to be processes and functional overlap with other 
existing enterprise tools. In contrast, those receiving significant value out of PLM found 
the biggest challenge to be the culture within, and standardization across, the 
organization. These, along with the other challenges listed, can all be considered standard 
challenges when implementing any new system, especially a new systems that is 
expensive, enterprise-wide, and significantly affects the way business is done.  
The DOD is looking to PLM as one of the solutions to deal with “ever-more 
complex development and support environment…rapidly evolving technologies and 
threats… [and] higher dependence upon fast-moving commercial technologies”(Borek 
2008, 22). The same source concludes that “PLM is a DOD priority” (Borek 2008, 23). 
There is a specific Integrated Data Environment requirement in the DOD 5000.02 and the 
Defense Acquisition Guide (DAG) explicitly advocates for an Integrated Data 
Environment (IDE)/PLM system as part of the systems engineering Technical Data 
Management Process (DAU 2013). 
In response to this push from the DOD the Navy’s Program Executive Office 
(PEO) Integrated Warfare Systems (IWS) is developing the Enterprise Product Life 
Cycle Management Integrated Data Environment (ePLM IDE) (Marshall and Murphy 
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2011). This solution “bridges the gap between the engineering product development and 
life-cycle product support worlds with a robust ‘enabling’ environment by leveraging a 
suite of COTS PLM technologies” (Marshall and Murphy 2011, 6). Figure 9 shows the 
conceptual architecture. It shows ePLM IDE filling a central role in systems engineering 
management, collaboration, and decision support as it interfaces with systems 
engineering tools as well as other common tools and products. To further support this 
initiative, “NAVSEA and DISA have established a Partnership Portfolio allowing for 
COSTCO pricing” (Smith 2011, 4). This should help overcome two significant 
challenges: high cost of PLM products, and multiple instantiations of IDE/PLM solutions 
where a single enterprise solution would be more economical and provide greater 
capabilities (Smith 2011). 
 
Figure 9.  Program Executive Office Integrated Warfare Systems (PEO IWS) 
ePLM IDE Vision Architecture (from Marshall and Murphy 2011, 5) 
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C. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING ENVIRONMENT 
The complexity of systems engineering is driving the industry to create an 
integrated environment for executing a systems engineering effort throughout the life 
cycle. There does not seem to be an industry standard term for these integrated 
environments, but one common term often used by INCOSE and product developers such 
as Eclipse and Holagent is Systems Engineering Environment (SEE). Eclipse has 
developed the Open Systems Engineering Environment (OSEE) and has provided the 
following definition, which does a good job summarizing the purpose of a SEE. 
The Open System Engineering Environment (OSEE) project provides a 
tightly integrated environment supporting lean principles across a 
product’s full life-cycle in the context of an overall systems engineering 
approach. The system captures project data into a common user-defined 
data model providing bidirectional traceability, project health reporting, 
status, and metrics which seamlessly combine to form a coherent, accurate 
view of a project in real-time. By building on top of this data model, 
OSEE has been architected to provide an all-in-one solution to 
configuration management, requirements management, testing, validation, 
and project management. All of these work together to help an 
organization achieve lean objectives by reducing management activities, 
eliminating data duplication, reducing cycle-time through streamlined 
processes, and improving overall product quality through work flow 
standardization and early defect detection. (Eclipse 2013) 
INCOSE has also focused on building a CONOPS and set of requirements (both 
currently unpublished and in draft) for what it terms the Integrated Systems Engineering 
Environment (ISEE). The following definition is from a draft ISEE overview document 
being developed by the INCOSE Tools Interoperability and Integration Working Group 
ISEE (also unpublished and in draft), and reproduced here by permission of the author. 
the purpose of the Integrated Systems Engineering Environment (ISEE) is 
to create the computer-aided setting which enables the engineering teams 
to perform the major functions of Systems Engineering encompassing the 
entire program life cycle including the management, organization, and 
technical aspects of systems engineering…The ISEE will eventually 
address interfaces to other tool environments supporting other facets of 
program development. (Nallon 2004, 1) 
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Figure 9, reproduced here by permission of the author, provides an overview of 
what would be part of ISEE, as well as external interfaces. 
 
Figure 10.  ISEE Functions and Interfaces (from Nallon 2004, 2) 
The key message in both of these definitions is that the goal of SEE is to capture 
all systems engineering efforts and interfaces in a comprehensive and cohesive fashion. 
This would allow the CSE to manage ongoing work while planning for the entire product 
life-cycle. Several SEE products include OSEE, 3SL Cradle, and Holagent RDD-100. 
Eclipse, the OSEE developer, offers up the following benefits of an SEE (Eclipse 
2014): 
 support for all engineering aspects (requirements, code, test, project 
management) 
 tightly integrated toolset 
 collaborative solution 
 consistent user interface across engineering areas 
 phased approach for development and extension  
 processes integrated into toolset 
 decreased cost of all stages of the development life cycle.  
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All of these support systems engineering management. In fact, management of the 
systems engineering effort is explicitly included as part of the SEE. The integration of 
processes into the toolset is also a major benefit from the management perspective. Since 
systems engineering management is focused on executing and overseeing specific 
processes, having those already built into the tool increases the probability of success. 
Finally, SEE improves collaboration across all aspects of systems engineering that can 
significantly reduce miscommunication and rework, both major obstacles to success as 
seen in the previous section.  
Two additional benefits are worth noting. The first is that the SEE lends itself 
well to creating integrated dashboard views. These views are geared to quickly extract 
relevant information and can be customized as needed. This is especially relevant for 
systems engineering management since the CSE needs to keep track of the big picture on 
a regular basis and in real-time. Since the SEE tracks all aspects of the ongoing systems 
engineering effort, as well as the interfaces, it should have sufficient data to build 
appropriate dashboard views. As an example, 3SL Cradle allows for customized 
dashboard views by defining key performance indicators and setting thresholds (Figure 
11). According to 3SL “This allows managers to manage by exception, so that they can 
quickly assess the state of the project” (3SL 2015).  
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Figure 11.  3SL Cradle Dashboard Customization (from 3SL 2015) 
The second additional benefit is that the SEE can be developed to allow for 
integration with existing tools. This allows the systems engineering team to utilize the 
preferred tool for a specific function and ensure that the data is also captured within the 
SEE to maintain big picture awareness. 3SL Cradle shows this integration of tools in 
Figure 12. One thing to notice is that Cradle interfaces with MBSE and PLM products so 
that all three of these powerful tools can be used in unison.  
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Figure 12.  3SL Cradle Tool Integration (from 3SL 2015) 
There are a number of challenges associated with the SEE. One challenge is that 
due to the large array of projects it is not possible to build a one-size-fits-all product. 
Therefore, although SEE is supposed to be a “one stop shop” it is unlikely that an SEE 
product out of the box will contain all the necessary capabilities to make this possible. 
Therefore, additional work will be required to fill in the gaps. Fortunately, some SEE 
developers are taking this into account by providing the capability to extend the existing 
toolset for a particular application. For example, “OSEE contains an Eclipse extension 
point that allows features to be added to OSEE without having to rebuild the application” 
(Eclipse 2010). Therefore, the capability to customize the SEE for a specific project  
does exist.  
A second challenge is related to tool integration. As mentioned earlier, SEE 
depends on the ability to integrate with existing tools. If a specific tool is required for a 
project and the SEE product does not interface with it that would necessitate either 
spending significant money to integrate the tool or to leave that tool as stand-alone 
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product thereby losing some of the advantage of the SEE. In order to help address this 
challenge, the ISO 10303-AP233 was developed to standardize “representation of 
systems engineering data” (ISO 2012). That is a big step toward helping to build 
integrated tools but is merely the first step and requires tool manufacturers to adopt and 
utilize the standard in their development.  
Unfortunately, it appears that SEE has not been able to gain a meaningful 
foothold within DOD. The only publically available evidence of SEE implementation 
within the DOD that the author has located is the use of RDD-100 within the Navy 
Theater Wide Theater Ballistic Missile Defense (NTW TBMD) Program (Hyer and Jones 
2000). For this program the ISEE database was segmented into five process areas 
(requirements, functional behavior, physical architecture, verification methodology, and 
cost) which were linked together to allow full traceability (Hyer and Jones 2000). And 
eventually “a strong cornerstone was established by the efforts to establish the 
requirements in the database and produce a series of reports, traceability matrices, and…a 
copy of the Systems Requirements Document” (Hyer and Jones 2000). However, no 
further evidence could be found of the ultimate success of this or any similar DOD efforts 
which leads the author to believe that establishment of a SEE capability within the DOD 
has not yet been successful.  
D. PROJECT MANAGEMENT TOOLS 
The first three categories included either systems engineering specific tools or 
those that are very closely tied to systems engineering. This last category will focus on a 
range of tools that, although they do not directly relate to systems engineering, have a 
number of features that would prove useful to any team and manager. They come from 
two categories: project management software and social workflow software. Although 
these are distinct categories there is so much feature overlap that for the purposes of this 
study we will treat them together. In this category, this focus will be on the benefits and 
not on the challenges.  
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Several products in this category include Kenesto, Sparqlight, Asana, AtTask, 
Base Camp, Red Mine, Deltek’s Axium, and Logic Software’s Easy Projects. Some of 
the key features offered by Kenesto (Kenesto 2014) are: 
 project workspaces 
 dashboards and reports 
 document management and vaulting 
 cloud document editing 
 flexible workflow management 
 task management and execution 
 drawing and document view and mark-up 
 enterprise-class file synchronization 
 forms and data management 
 data hierarchies. 
 
Task management, dashboards, and workspaces will be addressed in more detail. 
A common approach for task management seems to be to assign ad-hoc tasking at regular 
meetings or over email and then wait and hope that this tasking is both understood and 
fully completed by the required due date. This can often lead to misunderstandings and 
delays. With the size and complexity of most systems engineering efforts, tasking needs 
to be formalized to a great extent to be consistently successful. A tasking software 
solution goes a long way towards accomplishing these objectives and should be a pre-
requisite for managing any systems engineering project.  
Customizable and personalized dashboards are another key feature that would 
prove very valuable. CSEs seem to spend much of their time gathering and combining 
data in order to understand the current status of various efforts and then spend additional 
time forming that status into reports for their management and stakeholders. As with 
tasking, the data gathering stage usually consists of individual and team meetings and e-
mails which have the drawbacks of being time-consuming, non-real-time, and poorly 
documented. A dashboard on the other hand provides a more formal and real-time 
mechanism to gather status on key focus areas and metrics and create reports quickly. 
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Dashboards also allow easy communication with the project manager and higher-level 
management.  
Finally, workspaces are a key collaboration tool that would provide extreme 
benefit to the CSE, the systems engineering team, and other stakeholders. The key 
objective of workspaces is to facilitate communication and teamwork among team-
members, managers, and stakeholders in a way that makes it both fast and easy while 
creating a formal record that can be referenced in the future. It provides a medium to link 
multiple conversations, actions, and tasks that would normally take place through email, 
ad-hoc discussions, and team meetings and may not be easily connected otherwise.  
E. SUMMARY 
This chapter provides a survey of four different categories of software tools that 
could support systems engineering management. Each category is described and the 
benefits and challenges are discussed. The first category is MBSE. It is a highly process 
focused technique that parallels the systems engineering processes. INCOSE predicts that 
MBSE will be fully mature and ready for full adoption at the organizational level by 2020 
and there are DOD efforts underway to embrace MBSE. The second category is PLM. It 
is a holistic approach for managing systems engineering efforts through the entire life 
cycle. The DOD is looking at PLM as a solution to help deal with significant complexity 
and to reduce costs.  
The third category is SEE. An SEE is an integrated environment for executing 
systems engineering efforts throughout the life cycle. The use of a SEE seems very 
promising but unfortunately does not seem to have been able to gain a meaningful 
foothold within DOD. The final category is Project Management tools. It contains  a 
range of tools that, although do not directly relate to systems engineering, have a number 
of features that would prove useful to any team and manager.  
All four categories of tools offer features of significant benefit to a CSE. Some of 
these tools can also be used in combination to extend those benefits (such as MBSE and 
PLM). And the SEE concept presents a promising approach to having a central system 
through which the CSE can manage the systems engineering effort. However, there 
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currently does not seem to be a consolidated commercially available tool or system that 
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IV. TOOL FEATURES 
As discussed in Chapter I, a systems engineering management tool is critical for 
successful systems engineering management. Although there are multiple tools available, 
as shown in Chapter III, no current commercially available product addresses all of the 
systems engineering processes in a consolidated and complete manner. In SDEA, 
Montgomery, Carlson, and Quartuccio (2012, 13) note that “The challenge is to provide 
the DOD engineering community an “engineering system” based upon many of these 
existing tools, coupled with tailored tools which will provide a more integrated 
repeatable, quantifiable process rather than continuing with the disjointed tool sets and 
ad-hoc processes.” The “engineering system” does not need to be a single product 
(although it can be), but if not, it does need to be able to combine the use of multiple 
tools into a single system.  
One approach to accomplish this, as discussed in Chapter III when reviewing 
SEE, is to build a central tool that guides the CSE through the systems engineering 
processes and is capable of exchanging information with existing tools. This approach is 
in line with what NDIA notes as one of the top systems engineering issues in a 2010 
report, which is the need to “Develop a recommended template for presenting key 
systems engineering information, including activities, value/expected results, risk of not 
performing the activities, and future consequences” (NDIA 2010, 7). The tool would act 
as the master platform for developing, gathering, and presenting key systems engineering 
information. This chapter describes the high-level requirements for such a tool.  
The requirements development approach proposed is to start with the systems 
engineering processes. Since these engineering processes form the pillars of systems 
engineering they make a logic starting point for any tool that is intended to guide the 
systems engineering effort. Furthermore, since the system engineering processes apply to 
any systems engineering effort they would allow the maximum flexibility to support a 
broad range of projects. Tailoring would allow the tool to better fit the uniqueness of each 
project. Such a tool, with the capability to tailor to each project, could prove especially 
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valuable to DOD acquisition projects that vary significantly but all require a very 
rigorous adherence to processes per the DOD Acquisition Framework (DODAF).  
A. APPROACH 
As discussed in Chapter II, systems engineering consistency and completeness 
rely heavily on standardization provided by processes. Therefore, it seems the natural 
starting point for a set of tool requirements should be these processes. In Chapter II, two 
sets of systems engineering processes were explored, DAU and INCOSE. Since the DAU 
processes are undergoing a major revision at the time of this writing, the below 
requirements set uses INCOSE processes as the starting point. The sets of processes are 
close enough, as indicated by the processes mappings presented in Chapter II, that 
differences in the resulting requirements should not be overly significant. The additional 
benefit of using INCOSE processes is that the INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook 
clearly decomposes each process into activities and sub-activities. This makes it easier to 
trace to more detailed requirements.  
Several stipulations are in order. First, the management tool is intended to be a 
guide for the CSE and not a replacement for activities and decisions that must still be 
made by humans. Therefore, not every aspect of every activity or sub-activity can be 
supported by a requirement. In some instances the tool will only be able to provide a 
minor contribution in supporting a particular activity or sub-activity. Next, the set of 
requirements here is not an exhaustive set but is intended as a starting point. Finally, it is 
important to acknowledge that the challenge of tool integration is a significant one and 
will not be addressed here beyond stating the need for such integration. As discussed in 
Chapter III the AP-233 standard does help address this challenge 
B. REQUIREMENTS 
Below is the high-level decomposition for the management tool (Figure 13). It 
will help provide the structure for the requirements set. The processes are directly 




Figure 13.  Decomposition 
The requirements are listed in the Appendix, starting with top-level requirements, 
then technical process requirements, and finally project process requirements. For 
technical process and project process requirements the process activity and next level of 
detail (here termed sub-activity) from which each requirement is derived are shown. 
These activities and sub-activities are extracted from the INCOSE Systems Engineering 
Handbook (INCOSE 2011, Ch 4-5) and reproduced here by permission from INCOSE. 
The process activities and sub-activities are being treated as the user needs and 
requirements are traced from these needs. The requirements are developed based on the 
author’s experience as well as insight gained through performing research for Chapters II 
and III. Some requirements are inspired by the capabilities of existing tools outlined in 
Chapter II as well as tools the author is familiar with. The remainder of this section will 
highlight the key features of the set of requirements provided in the Appendix: 
 templates 
 full traceability 
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 auto-generated aids  
 documentation of results/data 
 data review/analysis 
 link key internal/external documents 
 historical database access 
 maintain history 
 build and execute scenarios/simulations 
 auditing 
 access controls. 
The following discussion takes a deeper look into each key feature. 
1. Templates  
Templates are one of the most significant features of the envisioned management 
tool. Templates would guide the systems engineering team in performing common 
analysis or developing documents. The templates would be based on best practices and 
lessons learned and would allow for tailoring. One example of a requirement in  
this category is Requirement 32: The tool shall provide customizable stakeholder 
identification template. The template could include predefined attributes such as 
stakeholder, stakeholder category, their priority, their need, the source of their need, and 
their desirable and undesirable outcomes. Another example is Requirement 125: The tool 
shall have a template for building a verification plan. Here the outline of the document 
would be provided as a starting point, with required section titles, a description of the 
information expected, and all header and footer data. Such templates allow the team to 
work from proven and endorsed starting point thereby increasing the chance of success. 
They can also allow the organization to regularly push updates to all users instead of 
working from a user pull model that may grow out of sync with multiple versions.  
2. Full Traceability 
Full traceability is another key feature that is critical for successful systems 
engineering. The goal is to ensure that there is clear traceability from stakeholders’ needs 
to requirements to the design and to verification and validation. Having multiple 
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disjointed tools that independently track these elements or failing to formally capture this 
traceability altogether can result in gaps that lead to an end product that does not meet the 
stakeholders’ needs. An example of a requirement in this category is Requirement 76: 
The tool shall provide traceability between requirements, functions, and system elements. 
This will help ensure that the design reflects the requirements and the design description 
is formally captured for future review.  
3. Auto-generated Aids 
Auto-generated aids are a broad category that would include checklists, forms, 
task lists, punch lists, reports, and schedule snapshots among others. Pre-loaded templates 
would be populated with existing information in the tool to support various systems 
engineering tasks. An example of a requirement in this category is Requirement 276: The 
tool shall be capable of auto-generating the entrance and exit criteria checklist. The 
relevant criteria can be quickly extracted from the source document, placed into a 
checklist format, and provided to the decision maker for the particular event.  
4. Documentation of Results/Data 
The tool would be capable of recording all relevant information collected during 
testing, operation, maintenance, and disposal. Documenting this information is critical in 
identifying trends and supporting good decision making. An example of a requirement in 
the category is Requirement 200: The tool shall support logging of preventative 
maintenance actions taken. Having a single consolidated location to log this information 
would ensure that future preventative maintenance stays on schedule and there is 
sufficient history on each item.  
5. Data Review/Analysis 
Data review and analysis serves to aid in processing of data entered into the tool. 
Data review would be most useful in the development stage by cross-checking design 
data against guides, best practices, and lessons learned. An example of a requirement in 
this category is Requirement 40: The tool shall have an automated review feature that 
identifies poor and inconsistent requirements based on keywords and historical data. The 
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tool would scan all requirements and flag requirements that utilize certain keywords or 
have a particular structure known to be an indicator for bad requirements, similar to a 
grammar check in word processing software. Another example of a requirement in this 
category is Requirement 179: The tool shall support comparison of operational 
performance data against design data and highlight areas of concern. The tool would 
allow for input of operational data and then would regularly compare that data against the 
design and provide notifications or trends as well as highlight areas where thresholds 
have been triggered.  
6. Link Key Internal/External Documents 
Systems engineering efforts usually draw on multiple documents outside of the 
immediate project. These can include standards, regulations, and guides that are both 
internal and external to the organization. Linking to these guides within the tool helps 
minimize the effort of constantly searching for the correct document each time it is 
needed. An example of a requirement in the category is Requirement 46: The tool shall 
have the capability to link to government and industry standards databases. Therefore, if 
a requirement references a government standard a hyperlink can be included to take the 
user to that specific reference, or to a locally stored copy of the document with the 
specific sections of relevance highlighted and with project specific comment saved.  
7. Historical Database Access 
A key way to increase efficiency is to reuse similar products that have proven to 
be successful. A historical database would allow for a project to obtain insight into 
similar efforts within the organization to understand how various processes were 
executed and how products were developed and to re-use elements as applicable. An 
example of a requirement in the category is Requirement 41: The tool shall have access 
to a database of historical requirements for similar systems. This would provide a starting 
point for requirements as well as history on which were successful and which had issues.  
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8. Maintain History 
Maintaining history is a key feature that would allow for retrieval of any portion 
of a phase, process, or product within the project. It would also include elements such as 
configuration control of products under baseline and change history. An example of a 
requirement in the category is Requirement 92: The tool shall support storage of 
architectural design decision artifacts. All contributing artifacts such as email exchanges, 
meeting minutes, trade studies, and analysis of alternatives would be linked to the 
specific configuration item and requirement so that the history of how a design decision 
was made and supporting description could be retraced. This would minimize the risk of 
rehashing design decisions after the fact as a result of faulty recollection or change-over 
of personnel.  
9. Build and Execute Scenarios/Simulations 
Building scenarios and simulations allows systems engineers to better understand 
the results of design decisions and obtain higher certainty that the final design will meet 
stakeholder needs. Having this capability imbedded within the tool would inform key 
decisions and provide supporting evidence for future reviews and audits. An example of a 
requirement in the category is Requirement 87: The tool shall provide the capability to 
compare multiple models against pre-defined selection criteria. Multiple scenarios can be 
built and compared against each other and the selection criteria. An objective decision 
can then be made and supporting artifacts are available to show how that decision was 
reached.  
10. Auditing 
A key component of ensuring that that products are correct and processes are 
being adhered to is regular auditing. The tool will be able to trigger random and pre-set 
audits which can include both automatic and manual checks. An example of a 
requirement in the category is Requirement 307: The tool shall be capable of auto-
generating an audit checklist to evaluate the Risk Management Process. A checklist 
would be generated based on the guidelines set by the organizational risk management 
process, and can be tailored to the project. Some of the answers can be auto-generated 
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based on existing artifacts and others may require manual review. The results would 
identify areas of potential improvement and metrics can be saved and kept for the life of 
the project.  
11. Access Control 
Having access control is critical to ensuring data integrity. Once baselines are 
established there needs to be assurance that data will not be manipulated without 
following an established process. An example of a requirement in the category is 
Requirement 315: The tool shall be capable of implementing access controls for all CM 
documentation. All documentation that has formally entered CM control must be 
restricted so that only authorized personal can make modifications.  
C. BENEFITS 
The envisioned systems engineering management tool would leverage all of the 
benefits of the tools described in Chapter III by being able either to integrate with those 
tools or to reproduce the functionality supported by those tools. There are three areas 
where the described systems engineering management tool would be especially 
beneficial.  
The first benefit comes from providing a standardized approach to managing a 
systems engineering effort by guiding it from start to finish. This will help normalize for 
experience level of the CSE and will be especially helpful in developing less 
experiencing CSEs. In SDEA Montgomery argues that having an integrated engineering 
system is especially pertinent now since “the workforce experience level will be 
contracting over the next decade as the baby boomers retire and the younger engineers 
grow into that role” (Montgomery, Carlson, and Quartuccio 2012, 25). This will also help 
mitigate the problem of being highly dependent on one or a few members of the team 
(CSE being the most critical) that has the entire vision in their head by forcing that vision 
to be captured in the tool.  
The second benefit is the improved insight for the CSE, management, and 
decision makers. This is enabled by being able to capture real-time status of the project at 
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any time which provides a good summary of progress and challenges. Having good 
information quickly supports better decisions and allows for identifying and mitigating 
problem areas.  
The third benefit is the ability to support organizational knowledge transfer. The 
entire project can be captured from beginning to end and then be “re-played” for post-
analysis and for teaching purposes. This also supports easier capturing of lessons learned 
and best practices. There is less dependence on proactive team members sharing 
information with the organization and more accurate records of successes and failures 
along the way.  
D. SUMMARY 
This chapter builds a set of requirements for a central tool that supports systems 
engineering management. The approach used is to start with the INCOSE systems 
engineering processes as the central guide for building such a tool. This approach 
supports a broad range of systems engineering efforts by allowing for significant 
tailoring. The requirements are derived from the activities and sub-activities described for 
each processes. Several key stipulations are offered. First, the management tool is 
intended to be a guide for the CSE and not a replacement for activities and decisions that 
must still be made by humans. Second, the set of requirements is not an exhaustive set 
but is intended as a starting point. Final, the challenge of tool integration is recognized 
but not addressed by these requirements.  
The envisioned systems engineering management tool would leverage the benefits 
of the existing tools described in Chapter III by either integrating with them or offering 
similar functionality. There are three areas where the tool would be especially beneficial. 
The first is to provide a standardized approach to managing a systems engineering effort 
by guiding it from start to finish. This would help normalize for experience level of the 
CSE and would also reduce dependence on one or a few key individuals. The second 
benefit is added insight into progress and challenges for the CSE, management, and 
decision makers by captured real-time status of the project. The third benefit is more 
complete and reliable organizational knowledge transfer.  
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The objectives of this thesis are to explore the key components of systems 
engineering management, conduct a survey of existing software tools that can be used to 
support systems engineering management, and propose requirements for a tool that would 
facilitate systems engineering management. The following three research questions are 
addressed. 
1. What are the key components of systems engineering management? 
In order to address this question the definition of systems engineering is 
examined. It is shown that systems engineering is an interdisciplinary, holistic approach 
that requires a systematic and process-heavy implementation for success. Then a survey 
of the systems engineering processes is performed, relying on INCOSE and DAU 
processes. By looking at the processes we understand the breadths of responsibility of the 
CSE and how important it is for the CSE to have a strong grasp of each process at all 
times. Finally, various software tools that a CSE commonly utilizes as part of the CSE 
toolbox are examined. It is noted that these tools provide a powerful mix of functionality 
but lack integration.  
2. What software tools are available that could support systems 
engineering management? 
In order to address this question a survey of the different types of software tools 
that could support systems engineering management is conducted. Four categories of 
tools are determined to be most relevant and explored in detail. These include MBSE, 
PLM, SEE, and Project Management. For each category the benefits and challenges are 
listed from the perspective of supporting systems engineering management. It is 
determined that although each category provides powerful functionality that can go a 
long way towards supporting systems engineering management, there is no current 
commercially available product that addresses all of the systems engineering processes in 
a consolidated and complete manner. 
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3. What requirements would an ideal systems engineering management 
tool have?  
In order to help fill the gap identified through the second research question a set 
of requirements for an ideal systems engineering management tool are proposed. The 
starting point is the INCOSE processes and requirements are derived from the activities 
and sub-activities traced to each process. This approach leverages the benefits of existing 
tools while also contributing additional benefits.  
B. RECOMMENDATIONS 
Systems engineering is clearly a complex discipline. There is no single 
consolidated tool or a suite of integrated tools to support the entire systems engineering 
management effort. Developing such a tool will significantly benefit the systems 
engineering community. This will also significantly benefit the DOD in executing highly 
complex systems engineering efforts. However, it seems that the DOD has not yet started 
adopting SEE types of tool sets. It will be advantageous for the DOD to put a focus on 
moving in this direction. This could motivate industry to spend more resources on 
producing a product that could act as the glue for guiding a systems engineering effort. 
The starting point for such a product is recommended to be the INCOSE or DAU 
processes, as described in Chapter IV.  
C. FUTURE WORK  
The requirements developed in this thesis are just a start. There is significant 
room to further expand and improve upon these requirements. It will also be beneficial  
to survey practicing CSEs to obtain feedback on useful requirements. The next step 
would be to create a prototype systems engineering management tool that can be tested 




A. TOP-LEVEL REQUIREMENTS 
The requirements listed in Table 5 represent the top-level requirements for the tool. They 
apply to both project and technical processes. The column labeled “Level” is based on the 
decomposition in figure 13, and in this case shows that these requirements are all at the 
top level. The column labeled “R#” indicates the requirement number for each 
corresponding requirement. The requirements are shown in the last column and are 
developed by the author. 
























































































B. TECHNICAL PROCESS REQUIREMENTS 
The requirements in Table 6 are derived from the INCOSE technical processes. Shaded columns include text from (INCOSE 2011) 
reproduced here by permission of the copyright holder. Columns that are not shaded are the author’s work. Each column labeled 
“Level” is based on the decomposition in figure 13 and identifies the level for each Process, Activity, and Requirement, as 
appropriate. The column labeled “R#” indicates the requirement number for each corresponding requirement. The requirements are 
shown in the last column and are derived by the author from each INCOSE Process, Activity, and Sub-activity.  
Table 6.   Technical Process Requirements (after INCOSE 2011);  
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The tool shall support building of 
DODAF and MoDAF views  
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The tool shall allow for comments 
and notes on common file formats 
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The tool shall support traceability 
between external interfaces and ICDs
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The tool shall allow for binning of 
requirements into customizable bins 
                  67
The tool shall maintain requirements 
traceability  
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The tool shall provide a template for 
creating trade studies 
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The tool shall maintain a history of all 
architectural design changes 
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The tool shall provide an anomaly 
tracker  
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The tool shall provide a template for 
building a verification report 
                  137
The tool shall link verification results 
with the requirements database 
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The tool shall provide a template for 
building the installation procedures 
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The tool shall support generation of 
anomaly burn‐down POA&Ms 
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The tool shall provide a template for 
building a validation report 










141)         172
The tool shall provide a template for 
building a concept of operations 
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The tool shall support logging of all 
failures 





































































































































C. PROJECT PROCESS REQUIREMENTS 
The requirements in Table 7 are derived from the INCOSE project processes. Shaded columns include text from (INCOSE 2011) 
reproduced here by permission of the copyright holder. Columns that are not shaded are the author’s work. Each column labeled 
“Level” is based on the decomposition in figure 13 and identifies the level for each Process, Activity, and Requirement, as 
appropriate. The column labeled “R#” indicates the requirement number for each corresponding requirement. The requirements are 
shown in the last column and are derived by the author from each INCOSE Process, Activity, and Sub-activity. 
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The tool shall provide a template for 
building a project management plan 
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The tool shall provide the capability to link 
work packages to the project schedule 
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The tool shall support the capability to 
implement EVM 
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The tool shall support identification of 
critical tasks for heightened monitoring 
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The tool shall auto‐populate reports based 
on user configurable parameters and links 

























































































                  272
The tool shall be capable of tracking all 
suppliers and supplier agreements 
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The tool shall support tailoring of the 
entrance and exit criteria 
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The tool shall support tracking of watch 
items 















































































                  302
The tool shall record progress against all 
risk milestones and footstones  






















































































































































                  315
The tool shall be capable of implementing 
access controls for all CM documentation 
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The tool shall support e‐mailing of data in 
the information repository 
                  323
The tool shall support capture of e‐mailed 
documents into the information repository 
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The tool shall support sending of internal 
data update requests 
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The tool shall support security controls for 
the information repository 
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The tool shall support common methods 
for processing measurement data 
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